APPLICATION FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE ADMISSIONS PROCEDURE FOR THE ASSIGNMENT OF 50 BEDS IN NUMBER TO STUDENTS REGULARLY ENROLLED IN THE XXXIX, XXXVIII AND XXXVII CYCLE OF A RESEARCH DOCTORATE PROGRAMME

Academic Year 2023/2024

TO THE RECTOR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MILAN - BICOCCA

The undersigned ___________________________________________ Student Reg. No. ________________

REQUESTS

To be admitted to the admissions procedure for the assignment of 50 beds in number at the University College Building U42 – Via Forni – Milano – or, in the event of the unavailability of places, in other university hostels for young people who wish to undertake a research doctorate programme and reside outside the Lombardy region or in the provinces of Sondrio, Cremona and Mantua, that are poorly connected to the city of Milan.

To this end, fully aware of criminal sanctions in the case of false statements regarding education or the use of false documents, referred to in Art. 76 of Presidential Decree No. 445 of 28 December 2000, declares:

□ to be enrolled/intends to enrol for the academic year 2023/2024 in the _____________ year of the

research doctorate programme in ____________________________

cycle _____________ starting at the University of

□ to have * submitted an application to benefit from other accommodation at a subsidised rate

have not

(*) Delete the entry that does not apply;

Milan, _______________ Signature (1) __________________________

(1) The signature must be made in the presence of the Issuing Officer on the receipt of the application.

The data will be processed in accordance with Legislative Decree No. 196 of 2003 (Code for the protection of personal data) and its subsequent amendments and additions, as well as the EU Regulation 2016/679 (General Regulation on Data Protection or, briefly, GDPR). It is possible to read the information at the following link:
https://www.unimib.it/sites/default/files/allegati/informativa_studenti_utenti_formazione_servizi_.pdf

N.B.: Incomplete applications or applications that are not properly filled out will not be accepted. Applications sent by post or by fax will not be accepted.
RECEIPT OF THE APPLICATION FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE ADMISSIONS PROCEDURE FOR THE ASSIGNMENT OF 50 BEDS IN NUMBER TO STUDENTS REGULARLY ENROLLED IN XXXIX, XXXVIII AND XXXVII CYCLE OF A RESEARCH DOCTORATE PROGRAMME

Academic Year 2023/2024

Student Reg. No. ________________

Surname ____________________________________________________________

Name _______________________________________________________________

Research doctorate programme in: _______________________________________

Date __________

Office stamp  Signature of the Clerk